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GAME OVERVIEW: ULTRA HOLD & SPIN™

Game Description 
(for Players)
 
Spin the fiery reels in this highly-awarding, 3×3 video slot with a Respins 
Feature and a shiny Diamond Money Symbol that can reward you 
with a flambéed prize of up to 500x your total bet. 

 

Game Information 
(for Operators) 

Ultra Hold and Spin is a classic,  
high volatility 3×3 slot. The main audience  
for the game is Central and Eastern Europe, along with the UK

The game is simple and easy to understand – a strong paytable that 
provides high wins with stacked symbols, classic expanding wilds and 
a ultra volatile money respin round, where whenever money symbols 
hit, all the values on the screen are collected. The game is focused on 
pure gambling, directed to an audience that is looking specifically at 
the win. It is not a time on machine focused game but rather a pure 
gaming experience

The game is great for traditional casino sites but also for other forms 
of gaming – like sports books, lotto, bingo sites – because of it`s 
focused features. It`s a great game to cross sell or great as a side 
game, using the mini mode, for players to enjoy it along with the 
main game

The best way to promote the game is via Free Bonus Rounds, 
with a minimum of 30 rounds given per player recommended. 
Tournaments can be good due to it`s volatile, thus competitive 
nature. It`s best used in retention and cross-sell campaigns
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Theme:   
Ultra, Classic

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
3
 
Symbols:  
15

Paylines:  
5

 
 
 
 
 

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
No

Free Spins feature:  
Yes

Game ID:  
vs5ultra

Default RTP:  
96.70%

Available Languages:  
BG, DA, DE, ES, FI, FR, ID, IT, JA,  
KO, LT, LV, MS, NO, PL, PT, SR, SV,  
TH, TR, VI, ZH, ZT, RO, RU, EN
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Hold and Spin Coin Bonus  
 
Triggered by a stack of 3 Bonus Coin symbols on the 
central reel  
 
Spin which triggers bonus game cannot have any 
paying lines  
 
Value of each of these 3 Bonus Coins is calculated 
randomly according to given weights  
 
Value of each of these 3 Bonus Coins can be 1X-9X for 
Silver Coins or 10X-20X for Gold Coins  
 
Sum amount of these 3 Bonus Coins is added to the 
Coin Bank displayed at the top of the reels  
 
Bonus Coin Symbols are replaced with Bonus Coin 
Award Symbols according to their value  
 
During bonus game only Bonus Coin Award Symbols 
and Empty symbols appear on the screen  
 
 

Bonus Coin Symbols on  
the central reel are sticky  
during entire bonus game.  
Only reels 1 and 3 rotate  
 
At the beginning of Bonus Game player gets 4 lives  
Total number of spins with extra coins (winning spins) 
is precalculated according to given weights on Bonus  
 
Game initialization. It can be from 1 to 4  
 
Before all winning spins were used up each bonus 
spin has a chance to win some extra coins according 
to provided probabilities 
 
If current bonus spin is a winning spin number of lives 
is restored to 4, number of extra coins and their value 
is decided randomly according to given weights  
Number of extra coins for any bonus spin is from 0 to 
6  
 
Value of each extra coin can be 1X-9X for Silver Coins, 
10X-20X for Gold Coins or 100X-500X for Diamond 
Coins   
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Sum of extra Bonus Coin values is added to sum of 
sticky Bonus Coins values on reel 2 and added to the 
Coin Bank  
 
If current bonus spin wins no extra Bonus Coins one 
life is lost and nothing is added to the bank  
 
After all winning spins were used up remaining spins 
have no chance to win any extra coins  
 
When no more lives are left bonus game ends  
Possible Silver Bonus Coins values are: 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 
6X, 7X, 8X, 9X  
 
Possible Gold Bonus Coins values are: 10X, 11X, 12X, 14X, 
16X, 18X, 20X  
 
Possible Diamond Bonus Coins values are: 100X, 200X, 
300X, 400X, 500X 

Hold and Spin Coin 
Bonus Minimal Win Guarantee  
 
If Coin Bank value is less than x20  
at the end of Hold and Spin Coin Bonus,  
then the player receives 4 additional lives  
 
3 sticky Bonus Coins on the central reel will remain the 
same  
 
Players Coin Bank stay as is, new extra Bonus Coins 
will continue to be added to the Coin Bank  
 
Additional number of spins which result in extra coins 
will be calculated again randomly according to the 
same rules as for Hold and Spin Bonus initialization  
 
Hold and Spin Bonus game will proceed in the same 
way as described above
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Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


